1. REQUEST COB CABLE DETAILED ACCOUNT BACKGROUND DEALINGS WITH AMPATRIN (IDEN A) REGARDING PURCHASE OF VESSEL, TELAMA BY AMDENIX (IDEN B).

2. SPECIFICALLY NEED ANSWERS TO:
   A. WAS AMPATRIN ENCOURAGED BY KUBARK TO HAVE HIS PRINCIPALS (IDEN C AND D) PROVIDE IDEN B FUNDS FOR PURCHASE?
   B. WAS TAX WRITE OFF DISCUSSED WITH AMPATRIN?
   C. FOLLOWING DECISION BY AMPATRIN OR KUBARK THAT TAX WRITE OFF NOT FEASIBLE, WAS THEIR DISCUSSION OF "FINDING OTHER MEANS TO COMPENSATE PRINCIPALS?"

3. IT IS AMPATRIN RECOLLECTION THAT HE MAY HAVE DISCUSSED THESE MATTERS WITH COB.
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IDENT A - JACK MALONE
IDENT B - ALBERTO FERNANDEZ
IDENT C - ROBERT KLEBERG
IDENT D - GEORGE BRAGA
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